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4Odd Writing
By Corinne Kocher
my poetry no longer pleases
not separated in breath-sized pieces
 torn vowels
 shattered consonants
 words sharp with
 rough edges
my poetry no longer shines
not contained in structured lines
 careless words
 too, many, commas,
 soot thrown all
 over stanzas
my poetry no longer stands still
never occupying scrap papers I fill
 runaway metaphors
 false sentiment
 scribbled words over
 narcissistic nods
I sigh
   sit
   smile
   listen
my poetry is no longer certain.
Conversations with my Alter Ego
By Kimberly Krawzak
“I am able to read peoples’ thoughts
I can turn anything that’s small enough to fit
into my fist into a diamond
I can freeze time and enter a new dimension
where I can meet my clone that’s living one of my
alternate lives.”
Those were my words after you taught me
the art of lying.
I thought you forgot how to lie when you said everything
was going to be fine.
Then I said,
“I am able to soar above expectations
I can carry the weight of the world
on my back I can stare into the sun forever
without my eyeballs turning into prunes.”
You just smiled. 
5Enter the Mirror 
By Claire Bassett 
She’s swaying toward an image, an experience of beauty—
A thin chain of gold and granite streams down her breastbone
Flowing into lilacs that span across her shoulders.
Her hair looks scribbled, like someone’s freehand drawing, 
And her cheeks flush and stay that way forever.
Like a spoonful of raspberry sherbet, her lips
Tip up to green eyes framed by plastic clouds.
In the arc of her eyebrows asking if she’s good enough,
I set aside her doubt and remember to say yes.
Après le Pèché
By Allison Wray
6The Crunch
By Joey Belonger
 I was alone in my room, wrapped in stretched-out sweatshirts to protect 
against the brisk autumn breeze leaking through the crack in my small, jail like 
window when I watched my bank account deplete to seven dollars and three 
cents on a bright computer screen. My ribs trembled with the anxious quakes of 
my heartbeat as my red scalded dish-room hands felt helpless and unreal.
 I cancelled my Netflix account that night. I cried and had my own little 
private funeral by marathoning classic 90s television. I wore black and denim. 
Lots of denim. I’m still grieving. Some days after work, I just want to collapse on 
the bargain blue of my comforter and watch characters kick ass and have 
existential crises about boys, drunken nights, or yet another supernatural 
apocalypse. I don’t have anything to do to unwind anymore. I sort of just sit in 
my room and stare at the brick walls, or a shallow electronic screen, wondering 
when the radiator will stop smelling like burnt cotton and what I’m going to  
pretend to be doing when my roommate comes home. I do anything but think 
about where the next tuition check is going to come from. 
* * *
 Money has had a permanent residence in my head for quite a while now, 
and ignoring its existence has become increasingly hard.
 Seven twenty-five increments crawl into my wallet every two weeks; 
I bury it deep down in my pockets but it spills out my fingertips like icicles 
crashing sporadically off skyscraper ceilings. I can’t keep it in. In the cushioned 
lounges of my school’s library, I pause between keystrokes. What good are term 
papers, exactly, when you’re drowning in debt?
 I’m quite afraid that I’ll never pay it off. That I’ll be stuck at minimum 
wage forever, choking cheap liquor over my Bachelor’s in English. I’m fucking 
terrified. 
* * *
 On Sundays, I tell my mom about my work schedule. I put the phone 
on speaker at the other end of the bed and give muffled responses to her stories 
through my kneecaps. I don’t want to know about the girls at work. I don’t want 
to know about how her hours got cut. The information doesn’t stop, though. My 
financial state permeates everything I do.
 Numbers follow me like shadows in the soles of my sneakers. They are 
imprinted on my closet door. Costs and calculations emboss themselves on 
strangers’ coffee-stains in my used books and on my friends’ disappointed faces 
when I tell them I’m going to stay in again for the umpteenth time. The number 
crunch is devouring me. It swallows my thoughts and nibbles away at my 
esteem. It’s in the purple bruises under my eyes and in the shortness of my 
breath when I think about how poor I actually am; how my loans are going to 
press me to death—that’s the only way to get rid of them if you can’t pay up, 
y’know—you have to die.
 Crunch.
7 Sometimes when I haven’t done the reading in my Literature classes, I 
imagine that my tuition is a Byronic vampire slurping up my savings, trying to 
satiate an impossible appetite.
 I think it helps when there’s someone to blame instead of a whole 
corrupt system that’s much too large to even comprehend, let alone to challenge 
or to improve. I’d much rather slay a Draco in leather pants with a wooden stake.
* * *
 Work is slow, and I sway absentmindedly from side to side. I feel the 
numbers creeping in, so I distract myself.
 I am an early 20th century adventurer. I envision a world in which I can 
leave school and work behind and become a ne’er-do-well bank robber. I create 
a plot; I change identities multiple times, leaving nothing in my wake. I am an 
Annie Oakley, a Bonnie sans Clyde. When I’m thirty, someone discovers my true 
identity. I reform without any repercussions. It’s a love story, obviously. It doesn’t 
work out in the end, though, but I live comfortably. I retire early, and I plant 
carnations on my front porch next to green ivy that sprawls on the cream sides of 
my old rackety house. The air smells like dandelions in the summer.
 When the neighborhood kids ask about my strange expensive relics, I get 
angry and mysterious. I ask them to leave. 
 When one girl with blue ribbons in her hair stays behind, I sit down in 
a floral recliner, tie up my thick scraggle of silver hair and offer her a story—my 
story—and when she goes to tell the world what she heard I know no one will 
believe what she says.
 I write the story down in the back of one of my notebooks. I keep writ-
ing when I lay awake in bed—I tell myself about the dirt that gets caked into my 
dimple during a scuffle, and the passivity and kindness of my romantic lead.
The words stamp out the numbers; the crunch. I’m too engrossed in my drama to 
think on the fifty-thousand dollar scale; to worry about loans and paychecks. 
 I’m building my own kind of bank in my head—a home and a hospital—
and I don’t owe a single, fucking thing.
8Whimper
By Mary Curtin
I ran out of bourbon three weeks ago, these dried out manuscripts I filled
with sober scrawling lines comprised of words
stolen from lips that taste like cigarettes and cigarettes and cigarettes
who, in the bitter bright skies of morning,
will spew regurgitated formulas derivative of derivations
derived by those who came before us;
who, their memories trapped like mosquitoes in clouded amber
cannot recall yelling down hallways about airplanes and alternate lifestyles,
getting fucked up and fucking and fucking up,
gazing into mirrors in search of their collective soul,
crying out: Mary Jane, Mary Jane, why have you abandoned me?
who, in the burning daylight, march to and fro with hunched shoulders
muttering feverous repetitions: ten Hail Monet’s, Glory Be to the Father of 
 Relativity,
Our Father, who art in Westminster Abbey,
because the bell tolls for us
I too slink between the musty stacks, cower in the shadows of academic
  monuments
for fear of our future selves who, capped and cloaked 
in mourning colors, peer anxiously from the gateway to whisper:
Heaven help us, for once we were found and now we are lost
Lonesome
By Kelsey Stalker
9The Midwestern Sky
By  Cory Davis
Storm clouds loom
Monotone
In the blue canvas sky.
We drive with
Purpose
Along
The road of
Afterthoughts and
Broken memories.
Middle America.
Embrace the Earth
Among the gloom.
Cruise through town
On the street
That ends where it begins.
The trees alone
Speak truth here.
Brimstone and Roses 
By Oliver Grin
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Senior Year Cassandra at Brunch,
After An Eventful Friday
By Susannah Gilbert
No one loved Cassandra for the
Dire predictions falling from her tongue,
And I saw that mad fear
In your eyes that must have lurked in
The Trojans’, when they heard her
Prophesy. No, our city is not doomed,
You will live to see another day.
I am a mundane Cassandra,
Just another ex-wallflower 
Predicting only the predictabilities 
That you could see too if you 
Watched instead of talking,
Witnessed instead of waited to be told.
On a Friday before the night even starts.
This week that couple you’ve been waiting on
Will finally break up,
It’s been time for a while
But they came to happy hour separately
And now it’s really over.
At this party, she’ll finally tell her roommate
That they aren’t living together next year
Because the snoring has gotten way too out of hand
And why does her boyfriend have to sleep over
During the week when she’s got a 9:50 to get up for?
Those two, they’re going to sleep together
And break all the pining freshmen’s little hearts.
He’ll go back to his ex-girlfriend, though
Because in the end he values academic achievement
And the length of her legs. 
I have seen crushes bloom in sophomores’ eyes
Before they even knew themselves
Predicted the long game that everyone is playing
And when it falls apart
I will see that too. 
That Paris and this Helen,
The threat inside this innocent gift, 
And I can see the cracks already,
God, we’re done for.
Saturday morning 
You drink weak coffee
With your scrambled eggs
And tell me I am always right.
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But the satisfaction lessens
Every time I hear those words,
Because I finally realized that
(Thanks for this, Apollo)
No one wants to hear the bad news 
Before the good news even happens,
And no one wants the girl who can
See the end before it comes. 
Paris
November 8, 2012
By Keira Jett
It’s ten twenty-five in the morning. 
The sun is out, and the cafe 
is slow and tired. 
In Los Angeles, it’s only eight twenty-five,
Thursday, 
the boys are halfway through second period 
and will be ready to leave 
town by the time 
the bell rings.
The late afternoon sun must be setting in Paris, 
Or maybe not.
I know only how long I can stand each day in the Midwest
and nothing of Paris. 
But you are there now, and I imagine 
the leaves of autumn sound much like 
the lost flute melody that was 
once the beginning and end of the 
world for both of us. 
I don’t know why I cried at your recital when I was twelve,
but I’ve been thinking about that this week
And I’ve been thinking that 
it’s because that was when I realized 
how far away ‘you’ always were from ‘me’. 
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boxing in a hospital
By Tina Czaplinska
“So what are you in for?” the man behind me attempts to make small talk. 
I shoot him the look I shoot you when you put your headphones on while we’re 
walking together. He grins stupidly. 
“My mom has a cyst in her foot. We’ve been waiting in the emergency room for a 
while.”
“I’m sorry to hear that.” I turn back around. 
“Yeah, you know, but at least the company is good. And sexy,” he continues to 
the back of my head. He says it a way where I know he is smirking. 
In the cafeteria nothing looks appetizing. The Doritos aren’t out yet. I hold a cup 
of hot chocolate that I got out of a machine—for marshmallows you press an 
extra button. Campfire treats are the hospital’s attempt at bringing everyone out 
of their coma. The line is long and slow. 
“I was told that her foot surgery might take a while. So maybe you have some 
time to kill before—“
I step out of the line.
Cafeteria benches make me think back to grammar school. I’d hunch my spine 
over the Styrofoam tray to eat, stretching nerve endings and discs. I’m stirring 
in my marshmallows now with the same hump in my back when I see him            
returning. He uses two fingers to slide a business card for “Chicago Box Club” 
across the table and then turns it over. 
Arnulfo : 773 703 9306.
“If you’re ever free sometime.” 
You’re laying motionless floors above us. He’s harmless and oblivious but I still 
hate him.  
I place my stir stick down on the table as I get up. Expressionlessly, I stand on 
my tippy toes to pour the lukewarm liquid down his black hair. What a waste 
of breakfast. I suck away the chocolate that gets on my pointer finger as I walk 
towards the elevator. The up button is warm. His screams grab everyone’s 
attention. 
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The security guard doesn’t give me trouble though. They empathize with the 
way I care about you, even though this is a Catholic hospital. I’ve been here for 
weeks now. The IV’s drip and my blinks have synchronized. Bubbles of synovial 
???????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
without me. Outside a cart is being pushed. I don’t know how you’re asleep with 
all this noise. 
“What a landlord,” your dad says to me when he stops by. 
“What my dad doesn’t know won’t hurt him,” is something you’d always  
endorse. 
I used to have a reoccurring dream where I would hear a tap on my window in 
the middle of the night. I would open it, on command, and someone would climb 
unto my bed. Leaving shoes on the windowsill, they were always muddy, and 
talking about the Science Fair, lying next to me. I always hated the science fair. I’d 
wake up and everything would be gone. 
You moved into my building and we got the mail at the same time. You’re 
beautiful but I’d only tell you that I liked the way you smelled—because my 
deviated septum heightened my olfactory sense. In the cracks of my mailbox 
you’d leave me scrolls made from Wrigley’s gum wrappers. On the inside would 
be drawings of the same pair of black lungs telling grim jokes because you saw 
me smoke once. 
It was all that simple until I walked in on you trying to heave a new mattress up 
the stairs by yourself. It was blue and grooved and wrapped in all the world’s 
????????????????????????????????????????
“Big mattress,” I began.
“Awfully big for just one person,” you concluded. 
Months later, I lay next to you in that bed while you told me about love and how 
badly it tricked you.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
my dogmas adolescent in comparison to your experiences. 
You shake your head in disagreement.
We were quiet for a while and the suspense in my brain was building while I 
tried to imagine what was going on in yours but you just say,
“Sing me a song.”
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Shifting in and out of seriousness kind of drove me crazy. 
You lay there now and your pink lungs are the only parts that fidget. Breaths like 
angry waves sloshing through your nostrils. This is the calmest I’ve seen you.
I remember you running so fast that you skidded against the pavement but 
getting up in the same motion to continue your stride, unfazed. Later we 
noticed that part of your t-shirt was moist with a dangerous color. I remember 
the strength of your quadriceps. I remember how you’d strip down to only your 
undergarments while playing soccer with the teenagers from the neighborhood 
in the summer. They all loved it. I remember how you broke your nose three 
times in the same place. I remember how you would jump on your couch while 
eating pizza. I remember how aggressively you played Thumb War. 
Your mom knocks door right into your bed frame as she walking in. 
“Oh! Good morning.”
This always happens. The first few days I’d sneak around. Show appropriate 
concern and then pretend to leave. I’d sit in my car waiting for your mom’s 
blue Nissan to drive away and then I’d go right back to my chair. I’ve stopped 
pretending now that the doctors have stopped lying to us. Your parents have 
probably stopped wondering too. 
She walks over to you and chooses a long strand of your hair to twirl slowly. 
Without pulling her gaze away from you she asks,
“Have you eaten breakfast yet?”
“Sort of.” 
Gently she pursues the topic, 
“You know, you should really get something to eat. Or go home and get some 
sleep. Everything will be exactly the same when you return.”
I feel my hair tangling. 
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Silverfish
by Kelsey Fraleigh
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anthropology feat. frankenstein
By Hannah Klawes
maybe when the archaeologists find our bones
they’ll find words carved in them
in times new roman size twelve.
maybe they’ll make books from our bones,
little flaky page turns of our ribcage.
whose name is written on your clavicle?
how much hurt is burned on your femur?
when the time has taken your face away,
how will you smile?
does my jawline say stoic?
do my wristbones plead for forgiveness?
maybe when the archaeologists find our bones
they’ll know how to bring us back to life 
and ask us to read to each other.
the words will be travel guides,
about midday sky eyes,
about clair de lune fingers,
about the endless, endless apology atoms
that wouldn’t let you touch me.
and then they’ll build us up layer by layer:
our music blood, our languid muscles,
our acid burnt skin and our pretty, pretty smiles.
there is Shakespeare ground into my teeth,
so when I smile I am entranced by rhythm,
I am caught wanting to speak every word I find,
wanting to tell you
that you walk like you’re running away from something,
that I’m worried you’re going to forget me,
that you won’t say goodbye.
will the archaeologists look at my bones and pity me?
will they wish I had kept silent,
or will they wish I had spoken louder?
the little bones in my ears say please, please, please
until they are all black from the ink.
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derive (deride) me, please
By Hannah Klawes
maybe when I inevitably vibrate out of my skin
I will coagulate into a small, moldable
piece of something.
it will seep into the folds of your hands
until you peel it off like first grade glue
and then I will be sheets of semi-transparent almost plastic
with your indelible fingerprints stamped all over them.
I wish my heart were as vigorous as it is angry,
so it would pump blood that is less like light,
so that I wouldn’t (couldn’t) transcribe your face with
burning, burning hands.
if I could catch the prickings in the webbings of my fingers
before they reach my thumbs
maybe I wouldn’t want to touch you all the time.
I am teeming with the kind of sensory overload
that I endlessly describe,
but can never get anyone to really understand.
I am running out of pocket-sized metaphors
so let us return to the warm-soft facts:
I run up and down the stairs in the library 
three times so that I can attempt to sit still.
I use too much teeth when I kiss,
and someone is usually telling me to be 
quiet.
I was once described as
“unabashedly enthusiastic”
and when I peel back the layers of that phrase,
I see the kind of pitying smile
that makes me want to spit blood.
this was supposed to have some kind of conclusion,
I was supposed to crystalize the muscle-burn that
I induce through excessive self-loathing
but here I am, situating myself quite securely
in the kind of vagueness
that makes me an almost-A-student-but-actually-B-student.
if I were smarter maybe I would have the words,
or maybe I would just be fucking quiet for once.
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516
By Allison Wray
There are red crayon scribbles on the cream brocade wallpaper.
The carpet is the same yellowy cream
But gray, worn down in the thresholds
Transitioning into the creaky original hardwood
Scratched by the white metal bed 
With the seafoam green comforter
That’s always been too big.
There are stray puzzle pieces 
Scattered in the corners of the living room.
Making friends with feathers of dog hair
And dust bunnies.
An antique chair strategically covering the wine stain 
From some forgotten holiday celebration.
The linoleum in the kitchen is lightly textured
Pink flowers and sage vines meant to be decorative
Or calming
But don’t quite match with the Colonial picture windows
Casting the first floor in golden morning light.
The old white fridge hums
Blue marker scribbles concealed by magnets.
The kitchen table simple bare wood
Dents worn in too many places
Creaking in harmony with the wood chairs
Spotted with acrylic paint,
Remnants of rainy craft days.
There’s a ceramic honey pot on the shelf above the tiny sink window.
Plastic champagne flutes hidden in the back of the white cupboards
Left behind after their ‘99-2000 hologram stickers had fallen off.
Atop the fridge live ancient Wheaties boxes with long forgotten athletes
And a 6 pack of Coca Cola from the Christmas of ‘95.
There are faded stickers on the worn down blue plastic dog bowls
Sitting on the damp navy and maroon carpet 
Of the breezeway
With the slamming screen door
That’s almost impossible to open.
And the ancient radio
Whining WKLH Classic Rock or NPR.
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In the corner there’s a rug
With a golden retriever printed on it
Eerily resembling the blonde dog snoozing in the patch of sun
That’s streaming into the dining room.
It’s all covered up now.
The kitchen was punched out over the concrete slab in the backyard
That once was the canvas for chalk masterpieces of toddlers.
The tacky linoleum and cupboards with recycled wallpaper linings
Replaced by classy hardwood
And a gas fireplace.
Cold terracotta tiles where the dog bed used to be.
A tasteful color scheme
And refined décor
Cleverly hide the fact 
That rambunctious and dirty children
Used to run through the hallways.
But there are red crayon scribbles on the cream brocade wallpaper
That was too tedious to remove.
New Year’s Day
By Morgan Edwards-Fligner
A pitbull mix
in a parked truck
barks at cyclist
and pedestrians
as they pass.
A flock of birds circles
in the wide expanse over the boulevard,
flashing white bellies,
turning, 
dropping out of view
behind the row of new apartments.
The dog bounces
from the driver’s side
to the passenger’s
and back, 
growling,
quivering,
no distinction apparent
between who she lunges at
and who she just
                                                                      watches. 
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Lifecycle
By Abigail Hindson
Did they ever tell you
you are dying,
like the birch trees?
leaf
by leaf.
Did they ever say 
how you are life itself
how the worms will eat you up
and your dirt
full of your memories
your laughter, your every breathing thought
will rise up 
a new hickory or ash or willow.
Did they tell you ever
how you will lean with the breeze,
how your leaves will fall
and how you will be 
dirt once more.
Perhaps this is why the wind
pushes you,
first in one direction
and the other
coursing stronger 
on days of solitude.
It knows you watch
and see how someday
this will be you
blustering a small girl’s hair
you shouldering the tree swing
in her backyard
you the main ingredient 
in mud pie
and summer leaf-rustling
on the edge of a lake
because 
you are dirt
and dirt is life.
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Geneva
By Allison Wray
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Heart Break
By Curran Carlisle
Ouch.
Inertia
By Kevin O’Dea
I want for want.
I want to want.
Suffering Over My Capstone
By Oliver Grin
Went one half-hour bagel-less
My will is too weak
Cream cheese, my one true savior
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the roommate series:
an ode to the world’s most amazing human as told 
through facebook status updates
By Bryan Cebulski
January 21st
Food I have in the room:
- Granola thins
- Mug cake
- Baby carrots
Food my roommate Christopher has in the room:
- Peanut butter
- Like four hundred string cheeses and gogurts
January 28th
My roommate Christopher woke up this morning and immediately started to 
play the Raiders of the Lost Ark soundtrack.
 
February 3rd
My roommate Christopher plays Tchaikovsky from his iPhone while brushing 
his teeth at 2 am. “Does this not significantly improve your nighttime hygiene 
experience?” asks Christopher to the guy at the sink next to him.
March 4th
My roommate Christopher walks into the bathroom and notices all the stalls 
are occupied. “Looks like we got a shitfest goin’ on in here!” exclaims Christo-
pher.
April 7th
How to tell when my roommate Christopher is folding laundry:
- The dorm’s entire first floor trembles with the music of Taylor Swift
April 23rd
Ways to refer to my roommate Christopher Bohl:
- Christopherrrrrrrr
- Christobutt
- Christoball
- Christoballer
- Christofuck
- Señor Bohl
- Christanbul was Christantinople
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May 14th
Names for my roommate Christopher’s children:
- Super Bohl
- Rice Bohl
- Ceramic Bohl
- Smoke A. Bohl
- Quiz Bohl
- Orange Bohl
- Soup Bohl
- Dust Bohl
May 25th
My roommate Christopher has been gone since yesterday afternoon. I only 
cried for 20 minutes today.
May 28th
Things accomplished today:
- Introduced my roommate Christopher to that one song from Snakes on a 
Plane.
June 21st
Moved into a quad for the summer. My roommate Christopher is now merely 
my suitemate Christopher. :c
June 25th
I explain the plot of Nikolai Gogol’s short story “The Nose” to my 
suitemate Christopher. “Fuckin’ ruskies need to calm their shit,” says my 
suitemate Christopher.
July 10th
Dinnertime with my roommate Fiara and my suitemate Christopher 
Mexican Food
Fiara: “Guys my butt is full of farts.”
Christopher: *leaves restaurant*
July 19th
My suitemate Christopher joins the group for a drinking game. “Oh, room 
temperature PBR,“ says Christopher. “I didn’t realize we were trying to make 
this experience as painful as possible.”
July 29th
On the morning of his twenty-second birthday I wake up to hear my suitemate 
Christopher in the shower playing “22” by Taylor Swift on repeat.
August 9th
I would be excited about the new school year but my ex-suitemate Christopher 
now lives all the way across campus :c
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November 12th
My ex-suitemate Christopher led an in-depth discussion on Baz Luhrmann’s 
adaptation of The Great Gatsby over lunch today, mainly concerning whether 
or not Myrtle was intended to be “thick as hell” in the original novel.
January 19th
“I like how you looked up ‘lord of the rings enya’.” – Christopher’s current 
roommate Tom on my ex-suitemate Christopher’s Google search history.
February 15th
Slowly coming to terms with the fact that my ex-suitemate Christopher will be 
graduating this year.
100 Years of Motherhood
By Ariel Worley 
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Me Untangled
By Ethan Perushek
 I thought I understood it. I thought I understood me. Waking up is 
much the same every day; lying immobile, my eyes stare into loving gloom that 
envelops me as my body starts its reboot program. As my supine body remains 
motionless, I project my thoughts onto the blank canvas of shadow. A beautifully 
melancholic day lies ahead. Why get up if everything reminds you of it? Why 
face the world when you could lie in the comforting embrace of darkness?
 I tried to understand it. I tried to understand me. Soon my legs begin to 
twitch with life as the nerves submit, yet again, to their all-mighty slave driver. 
Swinging my legs over the bed, the boy, void of life, saunters over to the light 
and watches his shadowy easel dissipate in the brilliance. I try my best to leave it 
behind, but it cannot leave me alone, the idea of it, the mirth of it, the repugnance 
of it. Music wafts from my radio in the car, as I perform my beautifully awful 
soliloquy of sound. Lyrics soon busy themselves copying their stories out on the 
blackboard in my skull. I sit in class reading the literature that is my solace from 
the world. I search for the answers in the characters of my novels. Hoping their 
plight may match mine.
 I fail to understand it. I fail to understand me. I feel happily trapped in 
this shell of flesh and bone, while my overly dramatic inner voice screams for 
deliverance. I fail to understand how I can love my life yet still be so gleefully 
cynical. I am halved. One side wants to understand it by withdrawing into the 
deepest recesses of my brain, while the other wants to ignore it and live. The 
notion of it has smudged the bifocal lenses of my mind. The brilliantly reclusive 
side searches through the shattered remains of memories for any meaning.  
Dusting for prints on the very memories it owns.
 How can I understand it? How can I understand me? It’s done it’s 
finished my life laid out for all to see. My search was successful. I found what I 
was looking for: a phalanx of instances with their lovingly sharpened 
sarissa’s all pointed in different directions. The insignificantly large mess of 
jumbled thoughts weaves in and out of the most impossible story arch. This                      
indecipherable amalgamation of me holds all the answers. I stare blankly 
forward and see all that is behind me. And when I look back I witness the fickle 
shadows that lie ahead. I stop trying to grasp it and start to live it.
 I thought I understood it. But I didn’t need to.
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Nokomis Sands
By Evan Flack
Sitting scripted I burrowed my feet further into the seashell beach waiting for 
that flume of
  confidence?
The poison I hold 
 poised to destroy every monument of self 
 hot hits me like a wild child embracing their midnight seance
A motor boat to the brain 
A fever delirium set to soak such internal monsoon 
A way away
My mind’s eye 
 cycloptic in its scope
First reaches towards the shooting stars 
  whose broken promises litter like the splintered shelters
  beneath between my toes 
Then sifts through crab encrusted mangrove walkways that allow
  only I
  to trespass 
Finally resting on a serrated edge
 that once supplied carnal hunger 
 ancient as the crests that shaped it
Even as I longingly float into subconsciousness 
I remain grounded by the 
Remora fish surround me
 so let them swim 
  or suck or fuck
   whatever whoever whenever they wish
Although holes leak my teary blood 
I remain unscathed 
For though I don’t know life’s full delight 
I continue to wander to widen my search
 
while most others play 
  crustacean
  clinging to an 
  ordinary mariner
Once again 
I bottle my smile and 
cast it out to see.
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White
By Samhita Nagaraj
but this is dreaming, you know, 
this is wistful thinking in front of 
artificially-created temperatures 
that blow hot, blow cold.
outside inside two colours.
outside we wear black, we show 
sombre resignation, silent struggle;
inside we let beliefs and sick talk of
hopeful weather run riot
in our cautious hues
what choice did we make
between being here and being 
in the thick of the mist
where there are no colours but white
a smattering of huddled pinpricks of other shades
but they stand out
against the pale landscape: resistant,
sometimes obnoxious, sometimes loud
we are these shades
grown in healthier environs
unafraid of the palette
such colours, do they fade?
even when made to survive 
these repeated washes of white
the blank and persuasive white
its tempting open-handedness 
that everything seems to dissolve into?
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Line Portrait
By Brandon Kreuder
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Line Portrait
By Brandon Kreuder
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business as usual
By Steph Courtney
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business as usual
By Steph Courtney
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Papilia
By Christopher Moore
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Papilia
By Christopher Moore
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The Woods
By Christopher Moore
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between vistas
By Tammara Nassar
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gas masks and time
By Tammara Nassar
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Erenesto
By Abigail Hindson 
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The Lawrence Difference
By Steven Alexander
35
JJ Deconstruct
By Armelle Otou Minkala 
7
The photo-set is an examination into the social fabric of Lawrence 
University. Each photo I have chosen displays a public area tailored to represent 
the reality of its students and faculty. Using the style of taking the mundane to 
comment on society, I tackled the large issue of lack of diversity at Lawrence 
University. To one person my photographs can be about race, to another gender, 
and to another even randomness. I want any Lawrence student or faculty 
member to see these photographs and recognize a part of themselves in the 
work. Many people on this campus believe that lack of diversity is no longer an 
issue. I believe that is not true. Whether you are part of the majority or part of the 
minority, you are part of a something larger than yourself, and it is important to 
reflect on what those things might be. 
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The Lawrence Difference
By Steven Alexander
4
Erenesto
By Abigail Hindson 
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By Armelle Otou Minkala 
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Brompton Cemetery, London
By Haley Hagerman
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We Are Not Alone
By Joey Belonger
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By Christopher Moore
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Hidden in New Orleans
By Kelsey Stalker
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I Still Bite My Nails
By Emma Moss
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By Kelsey Stalker
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I Still Bite My Nails
By Emma Moss
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White
By Samhita Nagaraj
but this is dreaming, you know, 
this is wistful thinking in front of 
artificially-created temperatures 
that blow hot, blow cold.
outside inside two colours.
outside we wear black, we show 
sombre resignation, silent struggle;
inside we let beliefs and sick talk of
hopeful weather run riot
in our cautious hues
what choice did we make
between being here and being 
in the thick of the mist
where there are no colours but white
a smattering of huddled pinpricks of other shades
but they stand out
against the pale landscape: resistant,
sometimes obnoxious, sometimes loud
we are these shades
grown in healthier environs
unafraid of the palette
such colours, do they fade?
even when made to survive 
these repeated washes of white
the blank and persuasive white
its tempting open-handedness 
that everything seems to dissolve into?
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Classroom, Pt. 2
By Evan Flack
Sloughing off my wintery shields
I place myself down on a too familiar desk
         the one defiled with crude expression and seat that contours the average ass
and await the professors arrival
         I was once enthralled with his myanmarian rhetoric
         but that was before I shoved that thick Q tip to my ear
Now
I dwell on sexual fantasies concerning the peroxide blonde who sits sensually 
adjacent and inspiring and still so alien to me
I glance over at the porpoise-eyed closet mind hiding behind his thick glasses 
who would be hailed on bony shoulders as brilliant if only he could articulate his 
genius
I stare at the students expressionless in front of me
         their meat hook eyes cold and hollow
And then (though I should not say without warning)
         that warm swirling sense of nausea flooded my head trickling hot and 
         heavy down my abdominal depths
I stood up slowly pulling the vomit trigger placing hand over mouth in a feeble 
last resort but what leapt out wasn’t the normal combination of acids and Red 
Dog and last nights macaroni instead
FOR AN INSTANT
         I witnessed my own stark skeleton whole and holey rip from its skin prison 
         out over desks towards the door
         It ran down the hall but didn’t get far as it was soon captured and 
         underanalyzed by an awestruck anatomy class
As the professor carried on with his lecture
    something about an obedience to authority
And my estranged classmates continued their deaf scribbling in illegible note-
books My skin lay in a heap upon the bleak tile floor
         Now just a sad sack of tissue and organs and fluids 
         staining
 
Soon scientists arrived
         brandishing a sterile black bag with which to scoop up my remains and 
         wisk me off to the lab to determine if maybe I suffered from an acute case of 
        A.D.D.
    But
who could really blame them?
  I had finally broken out of my shell.
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A Portrait of the Conqueror in His Later Years
By Madeline Bunke
I am puzzling out the picture of your portrait
and feeling pretty jealous of Picasso
because his subjects are starting to feel simple
compared to a complexity like you. 
But I sit down in my studio nonetheless
synapses tingling, 
parchment wriggling,
my finger brush at the ready,  
my jars of metaphor and melodrama well stocked.
I scoop out the gilding from a medieval Madonna triptych 
and smear it liberally across the page,
highlights for the sun in your hair,
lowlights for the stars in your eyes when you laugh,
bronzing for the comets that run through your veins as you run through the 
earth.
(the gold will not tarnish even when we have)
as years pass I gain some perspective
so I request a little da Vinci intervention,
he helps me smooth the mystery of intentions in your mouth 
the cleverness of hands hard enough to hammer 
but so delicate on ivory keys and skin   
a soul of chiaroscuro to put the masters to shame.  
(it is the shadow that crosses the light between my empty fingers where I have 
wanted yours to be) 
for your motion, however, I need Michelangelo 
so I can capture the lope of the panther on pavement 
the arc of your arms in anticipation of embrace
your eyelids paused in the act of rapture 
before closing as the first note rings. 
I add a little extra clay to one side
and kiss it before I press it in,
because even Adonis must have had his idiosyncrasies. 
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(I cannot sculpt the ache of my own arm’s absence)
to please the romantics, I add grand brushstrokes of adventure,
cliffs beneath your blessed feet for rugged individualism 
thunderous black clouds to smoke through your blood
for the moments when the crags of your face collapse
and the muscles of your back crumble inward 
to a bone-deep desperation that your smile cannot conceal
(I love you too much to be kind)
I shift the kaleidoscope to get a better impression
but watercolors were never good for rendering supernovas 
nevertheless I blur your outline with indulgence
meditative greens for your eyelashes in silence
pinpricks of scarlet for the wit in your fingertips
splashes of pomegranate on your cheeks as you spout cheerful obscenities
silvery raindrops to soften your lips in the moonlight.
(if I hadn’t mixed your colors, would you not have blurred mine?) 
when the blue period comes
everything becomes somewhat 
frac-
tu-
red.
I acid-etch some women in the background for added effect. 
(I can keep the fissures if it will keep you whole)
by the time I broach modernity 
the brush tips bleed to dry 
but the dye gasps from my breath that cannot quiet onto the page 
and I Pollock my way through the rest of your portrait. 
burgundy for melancholy
grime for lechery
orange for endurance
peridot for eloquence 
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and as a finishing touch
I insert my heart
where yours should have been.
this is my love portrait 
winging its lovelorn way behind the boy who is always running  
to a hand that will never receive it.
and I think that art is forever
and love does not die
but yet
the ink 
will
not 
stick. 
The Man in the Alleyway
By Cory Davis
Do you remember of all the times we used to tell
Of summer ballet dancers and winds in sails?
Everybody’s on their fences, watching the fog
Casting shadows on the sun, whispers in the dark
And the man in the alleyway drops his cigarette bones,
Leaving dirty omens in the trails of blue smoke.
All these lonely faces, suckling their gin
Mixed with ballast water in coffee tins,
They sharpen up their smiles with spider’s teeth
And stretch their greasy fingers for something to keep
While the man in the alleyway drops his cigarette bones
Leaving dirty omens in the trails of blue smoke.
The scent of honeysuckle is still in my head
While my leather shoes hold me like lead.
I dream of our garden and the seas where we danced,
The sweet embrace of flowers and their tender romance
But the man in the alleyway drops his cigarette bones
Leaving dirty omens in the trails of blue smoke.
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David Foster Bullshit 
By Susannah Gilbert
I once liked a boy
Who thought he was David Foster Wallace,
And thought my feelings were irrelevant
Because they sounded like a teenage girl
Crying about how tired she was at the end of the day
And not like a profound noise,
A prophetic voice crying out
In this modern, post-modern, 
post-post-modern wilderness. 
This poem is for him,
And all the others.
The last one I will write,
Because I am almost out of words
For how ridiculous this whole situation is.
His madness was not more meaningful,
His words never bore more weight
Just because when he fell apart he was
A man turned inside out
And when I fell apart
I just wanted a hug
And a mug of something warm to drink.
This poem is for him,
And all the others.
And his Hemingway posturing, his
Charles Bukowski dreams. 
I am not here so that you can
Break my heart and 
Write a poem about how terrible you feel.
This poem is for him,
And all the others. 
Who once held a beer in one hand
And my face in the other and said
“Susannah, you should be grateful
that I left before I could really hurt you.”
You Byronic hero, 
With your daydream of a demonic side,
You Bret Easton Ellis facsimile of a tortured soul,
I learned too late
That your gin-soaked poetry
Is no more authentic
Than anything I cry onto paper. 
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Winter
By Kevin O’Dea
“It’s a beautiful night to freeze to death,” 
Rasps a voice soaked in gin–
A glass in his hand, combat boots on the floor, and an unkempt beard on his chin.
“Listen,” he slurs at the folk in the bar, as his mind begins to retrace…
And as the band starts in on a lonely old tune 
You can see the years carved into his face.
He croaks, “When I was a boy, yet younger than you, I was fool enough to join 
their cause.
Shipped out halfway across the world,
We’d all picked the shortest straws.
Dropped in headfirst, to kill or be killed by bullets or winter’s bite.
I spied ghoulish shadows in the skeleton trees
Suffused with that eerie light.
A cold rot builds from the pit of your gut and like a tumor there resides.
My best friend, my brother, stared across winter’s breadth,
Whispered, ‘I can’t see the other side.’
In trenches we lay on the darkest night, fighting the numb in our toes.
In the perfect silence you start to hear things,
Things you’ve done that nobody knows.
Bullets and screaming, snow banks stained red,
Parents, children, lovers,
The half-alive begging to join the dead.
Gutting and gouging at quivering flesh, over the top
With knives, bullets, bombs, till where people had stood
Lies something befitting a butcher shop.
There’s no time then for virtue or decency, no time to lie on the ground and 
be sick,
But you wish everyday to wake snug in your bed, 
Victim to some cruel trick.
This time of year it’s night every day and I’m starved for the sun and the 
warmth.
With the cold, clear sky staring down at you, 
Madness grows unshorn.   
If we’d known on our first day in that we’d grow up to die in the cold,
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As the band winds down, the old timer’s gaze comes into focus again: 
The bar crowd is waning, he looks at his watch,
He’s been here since who knows when.
No one pays mind the rambling old man (slumped on the corner stool in a heap),
To the tales that sound mad, “impossible,” they say
“You bum, stop drinking so deep.”
Bleary-eyed, he staggers through the emptying bar and heaves on out the door,
Amid snowdrifts he stumbles, accompanied by men
Who haven’t aged a day since the war.
Things Change: an abstract poem
By Kimberly Krawzak
Go see through the broken window into 
my fist. Into my thoughts.
Your smile rolls through with rough scales
of rage
But, King Kong,
you are fading away.
Slip Away, you taught me. I decided
to give the whisper back
to your ears.
Would it be so horrid?
Pummeled as if elephants are seeping
into every pore,
sinking and sly, I
carry a weight that’s small enough
But you roar because
They snatched the moon and now
you stare into the sun. 
And
you forgot
the spit that masks
the white streaks of the beast
and the foaming white froth that used
to cover your feet.
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Light Blue Folds
By Samantha Tetzlaff
Light blue folds, rolling up against each other.
The sea has a mind of its own,
ripples pulsing, expanding,  gaining altitude
to an inevitable climax
then suddenly calm.
The blue is so serene
 I sense outstretched arms
that desire to  welcome me, to embrace me.
How could something so beautiful hurt you?
I am lost in its hue and natural movement-
Maybe I’ll just touch it.
I cautiously brush one finger against it, expecting wetness
and pull back dry, with a paper cut. 
Expectations are not convictions.
This mass of water stretched out before me, seemingly never ending 
brought about his end.
The surf doesn’t need oxygen to grow
and shows no mercy to those that do. 
I peer down at the nick in my fingertip
hardly there, practically invisible to a spectator-
but I feel it.
I feel the part of me that it has taken.
The sting threatens to claim me
 is barely bearable.
The waves rush away from my grasp
faster than any human could swim.
A useless pursuit
only more unreachable with every stroke.
Robbing me of an older brother, 
Robbing him 
of Life.
A Woman
By Claire Bassett
She dons a long shroud of brown hair and pale skin. 
Underneath projections of blue silence,
She raises a dwindling hand and puts it to rest 
On her hip. The shape of a sideways V is made,
And a tight beam of light from the shoreline
Shines through it. V is the letter of Woman,
And whether she is repulsed or entranced
She will look for it.
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Geology II
By Keira Jett
It’s twelve fifty three am in California and I am sleeping on the floor again.
The West Coast is brightly lit in ignorance of the 
 long-forecasted blackouts 
 due any day now, any night
 (always between one and five in the morning,
 I couldn’t explain it if I tried.)
There are no trains here to keep me awake,
 but every westbound engine on the boulevard sounds like
 The Big One ripping its way down the coast
 and I cannot bring myself to climb the five feet into bed. 
My mother is very worried about this. 
I am afraid I’ll never see Wisconsin again,
 two fifty three am, quiet and dark except for the trains,
Wisconsin, where I can still trust the ground beneath my body,  
where the earth had her bout of violence and decided to love us again. 
my universe, this airplane
By Isabelle Davis
you sit next to me
while the world 
drops out 
underneath us
buildings become ants
rivers become centipedes
people become nothing
i reach for your hand
half instinct half need 
to keep it from shaking off your wrist
because you hate turbulence 
don’t you
we run over clouds like speed bumps
you never take your seatbelt off
i’m by your side
but sometimes i wonder
if in my attempt to keep us in flight
i inadvertently shake your seat
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where the labyrinth is lightless
By Bryan Cebulski
The last boy I slept with killed himself and I don’t know what to make of it. I 
don’t feel responsible or like it could have been prevented. He was a recurring 
character in my show for a few episodes and now he’s been inexplicably written 
out, his thread in the plot cut off without a satisfying conclusion. I guess this is 
an attempt to knot it together before it gets too loose.
My friends didn’t know him. I don’t know if he even had friends.
Lazlo. The name stuck out. Silly cute name, Lazlo. The only Lazlo I’ve ever 
known. Hardly even come across it in books or movies.
Two months ago we slept together. A month before that we met. Last Saturday 
night he hung himself in his dorm room. His roommate was out of town so they 
didn’t find him till the next morning. No note. Rumor is there were deep fin-
gernail gashes in his neck, the sign of a desperate last minute change of heart. I 
wonder about his last thoughts, whether he really wanted to live again or if he 
was just upset by the pain. I guess it doesn’t really matter.
* * *
He was lonely in college. Freshman in his first semester. They warn you not to 
get involved with freshmen in their first semester. I didn’t notice we were getting 
involved. Our relationship just rode along this track and before we knew it we 
had arrived in some erogenous zone.
I’ll admit I go to the first few LGBT club meetings of the year every year because 
it gives me an opportunity to see who my options are. Maybe that makes me a 
predator. But I’m convinced most gay guys do the same thing, whether or not 
they admit it. Attend these meetings not so much for activism and social progress 
as to make note of who they should hit on.
Lazlo was at the first meeting my junior year. Probably with more innocent inten-
tions than the rest of us. Probably only a slight fraction of him wanted to check 
out guys. Looking for someone to hang around with more than fool around with.
We did introductions, played an ice-breaker game, and split into groups to talk 
and eat snacks.
If I were more romantic maybe my interactions with Lazlo during this period 
would shine brighter than the rest, but I only marginally paid attention to him at 
first. There were more attractive boys in the room. It took me a while to realize I 
was interested.
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I actually liked Lazlo. In a friendly way. He warmed up to me faster than the oth-
ers. We talked about classes. He had a couple of my old professors and I offered 
my thoughts.  I asked about his college experiences thus far (“It’s alright”), gave 
him advice that only upperclassmen jaded by their sudden entry into a third 
decade of life can offer (“Start drinking heavily”), and we exchanged cellphone 
numbers. He shifted around nervously sometimes and I had to do most of the 
talking, but he smiled at me, and in the crowded room didn’t mind scooting up 
and leaning in close to me to hear.
His dorm was on the way to my apartment building. We walked together. I ex-
plained to him how much better apartments were.
“Invite me over to study sometime,” he said. I remember this very clearly. It was 
the only time he directly told me to do something.
* * *
He visited a total of six times. I’d say it was mutually beneficial. He would sit on 
my bed and read his books. I would be at my desk reading as well or working on 
my Platonov essay, struggling to string words together, dismantling in vain the 
mess that is the English translation of The Foundation Pit. I drank a couple beers 
most nights. He didn’t like alcohol or sleeping so he guzzled down cup after cup 
of coffee.
* * *
“What do you want to do with your life?” I asked once.
“I don’t know. Something worthwhile. Something that makes a positive differ-
ence.”
“I wish I could say that. Russian lit doesn’t exactly sustain ecosystems.”
“Then why do it?”
“It’s all I’m into. Some people have to be useless I guess.”
* * *
It doesn’t add up why Lazlo had no friends. I guess it can happen. People can go 
unloved for no good reason other than that everyone is already too busy loving 
someone else.
I wouldn’t go so far as to call him ugly or beautiful. My attraction to him devel-
oped imperceptibly till it bloomed into erotic fascination. At the meetings I liked 
him because he seemed to have singled me out. I didn’t have deep feelings for 
him. He was merely pleasant and low-maintenance. That’s surprisingly hard to 
come by.
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I moved on after we had sex. I thought about him a lot for a period of time, then 
progressively less. It disappointed me that that was where we as a pair culminat-
ed. I worried that he would be even lonelier and sadder without me. But it was 
his decision.
It occurs to me more clearly now how short a time we actually spent together. 
Not much, just enough. I’m certain I’m glamorizing our connection in hindsight. 
Especially now that he’s gone. When you’re dead all of a sudden you become 
such a beacon.
* * *
The closest thing I can compare his scent to is a bookstore. Not a new one or a 
musty old one. A well-kept one with a lot of clean, cheap, used books. Initially an 
off-putting aroma, but then it sinks in all warm and mellow.
The memory here is of me sitting down on my bed next to him, brain fried from 
writing and re-writing and editing and re-editing my essay. I look at him and feel 
like his nearness could make me feel better. I nuzzle up against his side, rest my 
head on his shoulder, and close my eyelids. He doesn’t relent, instead tilts his 
head over mine, filling the gap between us. I inhale the scent.
* * *
In my memory I catch our conversations in brief glimpses, probably because our 
conversations were only brief glimpses to begin with.
* * *
“No, nothing for me,” he said.
“Never?”
“Never ever.”
“Oh.”
“You?”
“Some. Nothing like a committed relationship.”
“Do you want one?”
“I think people are hardwired to want one.”
“I don’t think I do.”
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“That’s actually good. Except I can’t see you being the casual type.”
 
“I don’t think I want that either.”
 
“So…”
 
“I don’t know. I don’t think I want anything.”
 
* * *
 
My relationships, more like trysts, liaisons, have been infrequent and unfulfilling. 
The longest lasted a couple months during the winter of my sophomore year. 
Casual sex, fun for what it was if not gratifying beyond the physical realm. He 
confessed he wanted something more than casual, something he didn’t believe 
we could offer each other, and we parted ways in indifference.
I’ve since always felt like I’m always the guy who’s left behind, the one who tides 
others over until they find someone to have an actual relationship with.
I’ve had my heart broken exactly once, way back when I was eighteen. Freshmen 
in our first semester. We were excited about being away from home. He thought 
he’d fallen in love. I actually did. I thought we had potential. He soon realized 
he just wanted to have fun and left me. The next semester he started dating an 
upperclassman. It stung at first, hopeful as I was for us to get back together. Then 
it stopped hurting. I moved on.
Other than them I’ve only had one night stands. Six boys altogether. Impressive 
to some and miniscule to others. The numbers cease to matter after a certain 
point. Quality over quantity, despite how easy it is to brag about quantity.
 
* * *
That night fell into place perfectly. Reading period. My roommate went to visit 
his parents for a few days. Lazlo’s roommate wanted him out for the night so he 
could spend some time with his girlfriend. Condoms and lube were in stock.
I wonder if he felt something for me. Likely he only needed a hideaway, saw me 
and knew I was nonthreatening, accommodating. I remember him as more of a 
nihilist than an innocent now. I know he wanted to have sex only to try it out. I 
don’t hold that against him. It might have been an attempt to find some greater 
purpose or truth or meaning in life. Like sex is set atop such a high pedestal in 
our culture. It has to be there for some reason and he wanted to know. Maybe he 
hoped to find some answer waiting there within that complicated euphoria. 
If this were the case, I’m sorry to have disappointed him.
* * *
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I don’t know how I am in bed. Never asked. The two who returned for more 
must have figured they could do worse. Lazlo put me at an advantage. He had 
nobody to compare me to. I did what felt nice and he followed.
I’ve been courted with anything from weeks of flirting to a casual drunken “Hey 
we should fuck.” Whenever I do get action I’m usually the pursued. The roles 
reversed with Lazlo. He was evidently at least semi-interested though and this 
made me confident. So I went for it.
That night I was reading for leisure (Tolstoy’s Resurrection) while he struggled 
through a John Locke treatise for a class on popular European thought. I put my 
book down for a quick break, looked at him, and suddenly, violently, wanted 
him. His book was set between his knees, which were drawn up to his chest. 
His feet were bare and curled. His jeans were bleached slightly at the bottoms of 
the legs. His eyes went from left to right deliberately, frustration showing on his 
furrowed brow. He was in the same position as always. Nothing different from 
the usual except now I needed to be with him.
I turned off the overhead light, went to the side of the bed, turned on the lamp on 
the table there, and bent down to kiss him. He dropped the book, placed a hand 
on my shoulder, and kissed back.
* * *
 
“I’m an only child,” he once said. I forget the context.
 
“Lonely growing up like that?”
 
“No. Maybe. I was never jealous of kids with siblings. Not that I was exactly 
happy either.”
 
“I had a pretty good childhood.”
 
“Good.”
 
“Sorry you weren’t happy.”
 
“It’s okay.”
 
* * *
We kissed for a long time, eagerly if tentatively removing our clothes. He put his 
tongue in first if that distinguishes anything. We kissed and touched. He liked to 
run his hands over my back and I liked to hold his face in my hands.
Sometimes I was unsure if I should continue and would ask “You good?” or 
something, to which he would reply with a soft “Mhm.”
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I blew him for a couple minutes till my sensitive gag reflex got the best of me. 
He tried it on me as well. It didn’t feel like much even though I enjoyed the sight 
of him working my cock in his mouth. We returned to kissing and groping, and 
continued to do so for a time.
I asked if he wanted to try it out.
He said again softly, “Mhm.”
I put on the condom and applied the lube. He flipped over on his chest. I slipped 
a couple pillows under his waist.
“Ready?”
“Yeah.”
I went in, pushing gently. He grunted. Or moaned? Pleasure pain? “Hurts so 
good”? I don’t know, never experienced the sensation.
“You okay?”
“Mhm… yeah.”
It was all the way in. I started to move my hips, back and forth and in stirring 
circles. He was tight and it didn’t take long for me to come. We were sweating. I 
couldn’t tell if it was good for him. There was a minute there when I didn’t even 
worry about it.
Right after I came, I pulled out and felt like he might as well have been a mastur-
bation toy.
“Alright?” I said, trying to remind myself that he was more than that.
“Uh-huh.” He pulled out one of the pillows from under him and hugged it.
I tossed out the condom and cleaned my hands with a wet wipe. Lazlo turned 
over onto his back. I lay down next to him.
“Did you come?”
“No.”
I kissed him on the cheek, wrapped my hand around his cock, then went down 
and rubbed and licked it till he did.
“Now we’re even,” I said.
He laughed quietly. We turned onto our sides facing each other. He smiled, 
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probably the last time he was really glad to see me, maybe thinking “This person 
is the only person in my world right now and that makes me very happy.” His 
smile was dimpled and cute. It’s a clichéd syrupy memory to be sure, but when-
ever I think about it I can’t escape the remnants of that bliss.
* * *
“Want breakfast?” I asked.
“No thanks.”
“You sure?”
“Yeah.”
He got out of bed and searched the floor for his clothes. I checked the time, hop-
ing we’d slept in. Only eight o’clock. He was dressed before I knew it.
“What’s up?”
“Nothing. It’s fine, really. Thank you.”
He went to pick up his John Locke book. I took his hand and pulled him toward 
me.
“Tell me what’s up.”
I tried to bring him into a cuddle. He backed away, sat cross-legged on the oppo-
site side of the bed.
“Can we just… not complicate things because of that?”
Our conversation, too long and awkward to accurately transcribe, boiled down 
to that while he liked me well enough, he had no desire for anything romantic. 
Just like he said. Neither casual nor serious. He only consented because he was 
curious and because maybe he’d been feeling a little lonelier than usual.
I said it was fine, hid my disappointment at how this was the first and last time 
we’d be together. I explained how people only leave me, and how I was fine 
with that, and how I appreciated his company on a level far detached from sex. 
I thanked him for being so direct and honest and promised to continue to be his 
friend. He thanked me, gave me a hug, packed up his things, and left, then pro-
ceeded to never contact me again.
* * *
One night during one of our study sessions I made myself a gin and tonic and 
got tipsy.
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“Have you ever been in love?” I asked him.
“Of course.”
“Me too. Not in a long time though.”
“Same. It sucked.”
“Cheers to life’s multitudinous disappointments?”
“Cheers.”
* * *
 
Six study sessions culminating in a night in bed together. A little casual talk here 
and there before then. Not enough time to even scratch the surface of who he 
was. I didn’t know him at all. I haven’t even mentioned that he has brown hair, 
or that he always wore this grey jacket with two breast pockets and a high collar. 
He’d never been drunk. I don’t know if he ever made friends here or if he’d had 
friends back home. I only know that for a very short time he liked me, and that 
he wanted to make the world better, although he did not know how.
I texted and called him a few times. I even went to the LGBT meetings in case 
he showed up. No sign of him though, neither word nor sight. I adjusted to life 
without him. He hadn’t been around for that long so this wasn’t difficult. It’s a 
big campus. I assumed he was just off doing his own thing. None of my concern.
One day about a week before he died we passed each other on the street. I 
waved. He nodded. Just a nod. That cemented it. The concept of “Lazlo and I” 
died. He decided on his own that we could not go back to the way things were. 
I existed and he existed and while we both acknowledged this fact we could no 
longer exist together.
I explained the situation to my roommate once, trying to figure out why he did 
this. He shrugged and said “People are complicated.”
A scapegoat of an answer maybe. It still keeps coming back to me. People are 
complicated.
 
* * *
“I hope you find out how to do something worthwhile,” I said, holding him, just 
to say something. We’d been drifting in and out of sleep. I don’t know if he was 
awake enough to register my words. He replied with a rhythmic murmur from 
the base of his throat.
I remember his calm, measured breathing.
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* * *
Russians don’t like to romanticize. Love is harsh and bitter and insane and they 
recognize and embrace this. A Hollywood adaptation of The Idiot would likely 
host a mockery of Nastassya Filippovna. The 1965 American adaptation of Doctor 
Zhivago is blasphemously described as a romance, as are the various adaptations 
of Anna Karenina. Read the love scenes from that novel. Those descriptions bring 
to mind blood and fury more than candlelight and cuddles.
This doesn’t make Russians cynical. I think they see things more clearly.
* * *
I don’t dream about him. I have no motivation to find out more about him. I 
don’t want to go on a road trip to track down his parents to let them know that 
he had a friend near the end of his life. No, the more I think about it the more I 
realize I’m the bit part. I’m the recurring character who was inexplicably written 
out. Just another connection that was not extreme enough to change his mind. 
And I can live with that.
Everything is fading now. I don’t think he wanted to haunt me. And he won’t. 
The apparition across the room is fading with each word. When I’m finished 
writing this I’m pretty sure he will hardly occur to me at all.
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?????????????????????? ???????????? ????????????????????? ???????????? ????
don’t want to go on a road trip to track down his parents to let them know that 
he had a friend near the end of his life. No, the more I think about it the more I 
realize I’m the bit part. I’m the recurring character who was inexplicably written 
out. Just another connection that was not extreme enough to change his mind. 
And I can live with that.
Everything is fading now. I don’t think he wanted to haunt me. And he won’t. 
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ????? ?????? ?????????
writing this I’m pretty sure he will hardly occur to me at all.
The Anniversary
By Andrew Kim
 
 Terry was not sure how to break it to the waiter that he and Eunice 
were celebrating their tenth anniversary without making it obvious that they        
wanted complimentary crème brulées. Eunice kicked him under the table just as 
the  waiter – a strapping young man with a faux-hawk – loomed near with the 
water jug.
 “Any dessert for you two tonight?”
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
graciously. Eunice tinkled out a laugh. “We would like to celebrate our tenth 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 The waiter’s gaze turned from chipper to dispassionate. “Excellent.    
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ????????????????
key lime pie?”
 “Do you have crème brulée at all?”
 “Unfortunately we do not.”
? ??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
slice of key lime pie?”
 “A slice of key lime pie is correct, yes.”
 Terry and Eunice exchanged glances – Terry with a pleading look and 
Eunice a stony one.
? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
am I right?”
 “Sure thing,” the faux-hawked waiter said as he bent down to collect 
their plates. “For anniversaries we limit the couple to one slice of key lime pie         
because they can share the plate that way.”
 “Of course. But we’ll have two plates of key lime pie please.”
 As the waiter walked away Eunice hissed at him, “He didn’t believe us, 
did he?”
 “What? We are celebrating our tenth anniversary, last time I checked.”
 “But we weren’t acting like it. We weren’t clinking the wine glasses and 
looking happy enough.”
 “What kind of restaurant commemorates an anniversary dinner by       
????????????????????????? ??????????????
 Eunice slumped back into her chair and massaged her modest paunches. 
“We got some kind of dessert, at least,” she said. She looked around at the other 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
people are couples?” she mused. “It’s like date central here. I suppose Victoria’s 
is running low on key lime pies.”
 Terry slipped a grudging glimpse past his left shoulder and noticed a 
boy and a boy sitting across each other at a booth several feet away from them. 
They looked like they were in their early twenties and were both wearing      
cashmere sweaters with starched collars. 
 “They don’t look like a couple,” Terry said, swiveling his eyes toward his 
left shoulder. “They look like rivals.”Eunice studied them for a moment, her girth
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supplying her with an Oprah-like level of authority. A thin smile stretched taut 
underneath her button nose. “They’re a couple,” she clucked softly. Her eyes 
seemed to be glistening. “When they can’t touch, they can reach out with their 
eyes. They’re looking at each other with such gentleness.”
 “Two key lime pies,” the waiter said, sliding under them two withered, 
mottled-green planks with mussed pus-drops of whipped cream on top.
 “Thank you.”
 “And Victoria’s wishes the two of you much joy and a flourishing         
future.”
 Terry blushed. The waiter’s benediction wafted through the room, and 
he caught various simpers on the faces of older women at nearby tables.
 “We appreciate it,” Eunice beamed up at the faux-hawk, her fork already 
making a crater into the wasted crust before her.
 Terry beadily watched Eunice tuck into the pie, and then he clanged his 
fork against his plate. “Do you mind?” he said. “The complimentary dessert is a 
symbol of the anniversary dinner. Can you at least pretend to care about making 
it a special moment?”
 As a reply Eunice tapped a finger on the bill, whereupon Terry saw that 
they had been charged for two key lime pies.
 “You can’t be serious.”
 “Look, Terry,” Eunice said, scraping the last of the green and yellow 
slosh down to the six- o’clock sector of her plate, “Just forget about it. I think he 
knew we weren’t actually married.”
 “Married or not married, this is our tenth anniversary. Can it really be 
that a measly marriage certificate is the only thing separating a free key lime pie 
from a not-free one?”
 Terry felt a tap on his shoulder, and he turned his head to behold one of 
the young men from the booth standing beside him. “Congratulations to the two 
of you,” he said, holding out his hand for Terry to shake and smiling at the both 
of them. The other young man was standing behind the first, clearly the shyer 
one, but he crinkled his eyes at Terry kindly.
 Both Terry and Eunice paused for a few seconds, speechless. After Terry 
shook the guy’s hand, the two twenty-somethings shuffled away, their cashmere 
sweaters bobbing into the distance like receding lamplights. “If only I could fly 
them both to Minnesota this instant,” Eunice sighed. “Wouldn’t it be great if they 
could have someone congratulate them?”
* * *
 On the morning of their tenth anniversary, Terry had walked into the 
kitchen in his pajamas to meet a table sizzling with scrambled eggs, hashbrowns, 
bacon, pancakes, and a shimmering pitcher of orange juice.
 “What’s with the fiesta?” he asked Eunice, who was standing by the 
table with her arms crossed and an apron splayed generously over her hips.
“I didn’t think we would ever get this far,” she replied brightly. “Ten years,     
Terry.”
 “It wasn’t terribly difficult,” Terry told her, pulling her into a hug.
 And it wasn’t terribly difficult. Their ten years together after graduating 
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had been as warm and comfortable as Terry could have asked for. He was 
grateful to come home every day to a person he genuinely, wholeheartedly liked. 
He enjoyed going out to eat with her every other Saturday evening and giggling 
with her as they brushed their teeth side by side before retreating to their 
respective sleeping places (Eunice the bedroom and Terry the living room sofa’s 
pull-out mattress).
 There was a day in the spring of their senior year in college, as the 
nascent heat began greening the leaves of the maple trees and casting a pleasant 
academic stupor, when Terry saw Eunice perched by herself on the stone seating 
that encircled the fountain by the music-and-drama building. She was eating a 
subway sandwich. She had on atrocious too-small purple corduroys that strained 
against her thighs and made her entire bottom half look like it was plastered. He 
went up to her and got down on his knees.
 “Terry! What –
 “Eunice Emily Hammond, will you spend my immediate post-graduate 
years with me?”
 After that came a moment when nothing was heard but the peals of    
falling water against the fountain pool. Eunice stared down at Terry, one of his 
knees pinching onto the pavement and the other bent at an awkward angle. He 
looked like a knight about to be bequeathed. Her eyes filled with tears, and a 
spread of new chins erupted into being as she turned her mouth upward into a 
watery smile.
 “Yes,” she said.
 The both of them were nursing emotional wounds that spring. 
Eunice recently broke up with her long-distance boyfriend – someone she had          
reconnected with on Yahoo! Persals after discovering they were in the same 
youth group together during their teenage years and who shared her love of 
cats in boxes and Terry Pratchett novels. Unfortunately, he was entrenched in 
missions work in Uruguay, so the two of them never dated in person. After six 
months of email exchanges that resembled pen-pal letters more than anything 
else, the boyfriend eventually stopped replying to her emails and deleted his 
Yahoo! Personals page. He was her first boyfriend.
 Terry, meanwhile, was trying and failing to keep his unrequited love 
for his roommate under control. The roommate, Jeremy, had himself broken 
up with his girlfriend three months prior, and since then Terry found himself 
wanting with increasing desperation to enclose his broken roommate in his arms. 
At one point Terry confessed his love to Jeremy, and while Jeremy was very                   
accommodating – “I’m flattered, Terry, I really am” – he was undeniably straight. 
There was no chance.
 So in a fit of mutual despair Terry and Eunice, the two most platonic 
lovers of the senior class, got hitched. After graduation the two of them fled to 
Chicago and set up an apartment. Neither of them was particularly attached to 
their jobs, so when Terry chose to return to Minnesota and become an alumni 
officer for their alma mater, Eunice willingly followed. And when, a few years 
later, Eunice was hired as a tour guide for Glacier National Park in Montana,  
Terry packed up and drove out west with her. Eventually Eunice felt compelled 
to move down to Colorado Springs, her hometown, to work in women’s 
ministries for the beloved megachurch in which she was raised, and for the first 
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time Terry had to decide whether their partnership of convenience was to finally 
end. He and Eunice had lived together for seven years at that point – far longer 
than either of them originally anticipated. But then Terry imagined his life apart 
from Eunice, a life of solitude in a who-knows-where city, and he figured that 
no matter how limited the kaleidoscope of his life would be in Colorado Springs 
(he disliked hiking), no matter how paltry the chances were that he would find 
love in such a rugged, juiceless, conservative place, he would simmer content-
edly alongside Eunice for a just a little while longer before they had to part 
ways for good. Because at the bottom of their hearts, they knew that the life they    
cultivated together was one that had only been able to survive this long due to its 
inherent dissatisfaction, its necessary temporality. And they both liked each other 
enough to belabor the moment.
 About a year after Terry and Eunice settled into their Colorado Springs 
townhouse, Eunice found a man. Eunice had become slightly slimmer from all 
the walking she had done at Glacier National Park, but the biggest change was 
that she carried herself differently in the Springs. Her soul seemed to lift up 
with the adjusting of her hemoglobin to familiar altitudes and with the regular     
evangelical church services. To both Terry and Eunice’s initial glee, this involved 
the surfacing of a suitor – for the first time in Eunice’s life. A hip yet precise 
Christian named Matthew began taking Eunice out to dinners after Bible study. 
Terry was struck by the way Matthew looked at people. His blue eyes pierced his 
targets with quiet judgment. He wore flat caps, skinny jeans, and button-down 
shirts that never quite covered up the entrails of his equally well-pressed          
undershirts, exuding an Oxfordian air influenced by his admiration of C.S. Lewis 
and G.K. Chesterton. Everything about his face – his protruding forehead, his 
beaky nose, his sharp lips – was intrusive, serpentine. Phallic. As time went on it 
became clear that Matthew nursed a passive, disinterested antagonism towards 
Terry. He frowned after Terry said anything during Bible studies and scared him 
off from attending on a regular basis. The only times Matthew deigned to interact 
with Terry over Facebook, Terry was met with nothing more than snide, cryptic 
remarks. At the same time, Matthew liked pressing the like button, and Terry felt 
a twinge of umbrage every time he saw Matthew’s seal of approval for anything 
Eunice posted.
 “Is it because I’m gay?” Terry asked Eunice one time.
 “I never asked,” Eunice replied. “But I don’t think he’s like that.”
 “Considering your current pseudo-husband is gay, isn’t that a rather 
important thing to know about a person before you decide to date him?”
 “If my current pseudo-husband were gay, wouldn’t that be even more of 
a reason for Matthew and me to date each other?”
 “How dare you!” Terry exclaimed, stung.
 Eunice squinted at him. “Are you jealous?”
 Terry scoffed so violently that two raindrop orbs of spittle landed on the 
ridges of Eunice’s breasts.
 “You are jealous!” Eunice cackled. “Look, Terry,” she said, instantly      
sobered. “I know you’ve had it rough – romantically. I mean, it’s understandable 
to feel like you’re getting left behind. But you aren’t, Terry. Please understand 
that. And this is a big deal for me, you know? For the longest time I thought 
I would end up an old spinster with a bunch of cats and then die because I’m      
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actually allergic to cats!” 
 “There isn’t even a stereotype for people in my predicament,” Terry 
grumbled.
 “Don’t worry,” Eunice said gently. “This thing with Matthew is a trial 
run. I mean, for heaven’s sake, he’s the first actual boyfriend I’ve ever had! I’m 
not going to throw you by the wayside. If anything, I should be worrying about 
you, Mr. Wandering Eye! Kayla was telling me how you kept staring at her boobs 
on Thursday.”
 “That’s because they’re gargantuan, Eunice. They fill up the eye. One of 
the nice things about being a gay man is that you can stare at a woman’s breasts 
for as long as you want and not have to feel guilty that you exploited her in 
some way. As pure as Matthew prides himself on being, even he can’t make that 
claim.”
 “You’re just hurt that he doesn’t like you. We both know you have a 
secret crush on him.”
 “No, I don’t!”
 “Sorry, sorry,” Eunice tittered.
 “All I’m saying,” Terry said loudly, holding both hands up in the air, “is 
that you should be careful around Matthew. He may be your first boyfriend, but 
I can bet you, Eunice, that you aren’t his first girlfriend. Don’t expect to be on an 
equal footing with him. And I don’t care what you say. If Matthew does turn out 
to be a homophobe, call off my support of your relationship immediately.”
 By the end of Terry and Eunice’s second year in the Springs, Eunice 
and Matthew had tended their so-called trial run into a committed relationship. 
Despite – or perhaps because – the two of them were advocates of pre-marital 
chastity, Eunice’s limbs began filling out with a pheromonal energy, burnished 
under Matthew’s kinkily self-controlled gaze. In the meantime Terry’s love life 
remained as fallow as always. He had kissed two people in his life. The first 
was at a party his junior year of college, when an almost catatonically drunk           
theatre major coughed his alcoholic breath into Terry’s mouth for two seconds 
and then stumbled away. The second was a tentative make-out session with a 
Greek tourist named Paulos on a veranda overlooking Glacier National Park’s 
most illustrious lake. The pine-scented breeze interwove the locks of their hair 
as they pressed their faces against each other. It was evident that Paulos hadn’t 
brushed his teeth that morning.
 All things considered, Jeremy was still the only person Terry had ever 
loved. The passing years were able to wash out the pain, but even now a tug 
of longing sometimes caught him on the verge of sleep at ridiculous hours 
of the night. And if he felt like it that night, he would cry like a tragic figure,              
covering his face in his hands as he lay on the Bridgewater sofa, the rectangles of 
moonlight plated onto his supine body from the gaps in the blinds. Sometimes 
he pushed his quiet weeping a little farther than usual to see if Eunice would 
emerge from her bedroom to comfort him. She was heavy sleeper, so she never 
did.
* * *
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 For Terry and Eunice, the day they “married” was the day they were 
“engaged” – that May day by the fountain. The two of them did not celebrate 
anniversaries every year. They took a day trip to the Indiana Dunes to celebrate 
their one-year anniversary and spent five days in Paris for their five-year one. 
As their tenth approached, they mulled over their options. On the one hand, 
they could have unleashed their savings on a fantastic luxury vacation. It would 
have been the climax to a relationship that the both of them agreed not to try                
stretching into a fifteenth anniversary. On the other hand, if they ended up 
“divorcing” sometime after the cruise, which appeared ever the more likely with 
Eunice having twice accompanied Matthew to his posh sea cottage in Maine, 
such a bacchanalian splurge would have seemed wasteful and meaningless. 
Terry and Eunice weren’t the celebratory sort to begin with; commemorations of 
their “marriage” always carried a slight self-consciousness to them.
 Ultimately Eunice had an important meeting with her women’s min-
istry group the morning after their anniversary, so the two of them contented       
themselves with eating out at Victoria’s. The eggplant towers were satisfactory, 
as was the red wine. It was their first date in over two months, as Matthew had 
wordlessly snaked his way into what used to be Terry and Eunice’s Saturday 
night-outs.
 Nevertheless, Terry was pleased to see that ever since Eunice fell in with 
Matthew she had more or less honored her word about “not leaving Terry by 
the wayside.” The oil of their conversations remained just as slick. If Terry was 
talking to Eunice about something important and Matthew called in the middle 
of it, Eunice would continue looking hard at Terry, nodding, resisting the urge 
to pick up her phone. Despite the inclusion of Matthew’s resentment-filling       
presence into their lives, Terry really couldn’t have asked for a better “wife.”
* * *
 “Well, Terry, it’s been a lovely night, but I think I’m going to bed. It’s 
been a tiring day.” Eunice, already dressed in her lavender satin nightgown, 
pushed open the door to the bathroom.
 “You didn’t have to get up so early to make me breakfast, you know,” 
Terry said, shouldering his way out of his suit jacket and tossing it onto the arm 
of the sofa.
 “No, no. I just had a lot of errands to run today for Pastor Todd.”
 “What are you, his secretary? Don’t expect him to give you a penny out 
of the haul he rakes in on Sunday from the offering baskets.”
 “Just put in a twenty from your own wallet, then. It might be channeled 
straight to women’s ministries. God knows we need it.”
 “Typical of the church to stratify its people groups,” Terry scoffed.
 Eunice rolled her eyes, which Terry saw through the open bathroom 
door. A beard of face cream glistened over the surface area of her chin.
 “Hey, why don’t we stay up a little longer?” Terry asked, his pants  
spooling down around his ankles. “Have a cup of tea? Pull out the college year-
books?”
 “The yearbooks are gone. Paul and Amanda took them when they were 
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visiting.” 
 “What?”
 “You don’t remember?” Eunice drawled, her teeth bared as she smeared 
a mustache of cream underneath her nose. “Paul lost his, so I thought I would be 
generous.”
 “You seem completely at peace with the fact that we may never look 
through those yearbooks again.”
 “Oh, don’t be such a drama queen. It’s been years since we last looked 
through them.”
 Terry, now in pajamas, dropped onto the sofa and scowled. There 
was a picture in their senior year yearbook that he wanted to see again. In the            
picture he and Eunice were sitting in armchairs slanted a few feet apart toward 
the engulfing wall-length windows that overlooked the college campus. It was 
a  promotional picture of the college’s campus center. He considered getting the 
picture framed in time for the anniversary but decided that doing so would not 
achieve the desired effect with her. He always had been more of the sentimental 
sort than her. 
 Eunice emerged from the bathroom. Her hair, which she usually wore in 
a bun, settled luxuriously onto her shoulders. A cicada-like buzz from the kitchen 
counter made the both of them jump.
 Eunice went over to the counter and picked up her cellphone. One 
flash of a glance at Terry before alighting back down on the screen was enough. 
Terry knew the text message was from Matthew. He felt a sudden raw thread 
of hot-coldness streak through his sinuses, pulling at his nose hairs. It was a        
sensation that he felt sometimes after orgasms (always conducted alone), after he 
cleaned himself up and went on with his routines, wishing he had never 
partaken just then in sexuality’s starchiness. It was like stepping out from a 
shower into the cold and feeling the droplets on his skin bristle. There was some-
thing desolate about it.
 “Terry?” Eunice was looking at him testily.
 “Do you remember the picture of the two of us in there?” Terry blurted. 
“The one where we’re both doing homework in the Somerville Room?”
 Eunice stared back at him.
 “You don’t remember?”
 “Show it to me.”
 “We don’t have it anymore. I would’ve gotten, like, ten frames to put up 
all over the house today.” Terry forced out a chuckle. “Was it better that I didn’t? 
Not that I could have, anyway.”
 Eunice continued to stand there, her hands lying slack on her hips.     
“Terry,” she said quietly. “I’m turning the light off, okay?”
 Before Terry could reply, the room blackened. Moments later Eunice was 
at his side, plunking down onto his suit jacket. Her cold lips brushed the top of 
his head.
 “What are you doing?”
 “Wishing you a good night,” Eunice hissed into his ear.
 “Merry Good Night to you too,” Terry said before turning away.
 He heard Eunice trundle off and the door to her bedroom click shut. He 
sat there on the sofa for a little while longer and engaged in a staring contest with 
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Mrs. Tyson’s cat through the pane of the sliding door that opened onto their sad 
excuse of a backyard. The cat was curled up against the glass door to its house, 
fifteen feet away. Soon enough it lost interest and slunk away.
 Terry heaved himself up with a sigh. “Really nice save, Eunice,” he 
muttered as he tiptoed to the bathroom. “Really ingenious of you.” He brushed 
his teeth a little more savagely than usual and flung five fingertips of water onto 
his cheeks. “Ew,” he said, surveying himself in the mirror. Stubs of hair poked 
out willy-nilly from his nostrils and out of the mole on his left cheek; they stuck 
to his jawline like dead little mayflies. Living in Colorado Springs had depleted 
most of the incentives Terry had to groom himself. He dragged his feet back to 
the sofa and languidly pulled out the mattress. It was only nine o’clock.
 The hours inched by. Terry could not sleep. Mrs. Tyson had turned 
off her living room lights from across the backyard a long time ago. When the 
clock struck midnight Terry was jammed up against the back cushions of his 
sofa, his legs shooting straight up against the wall to form a 90-degree angle 
with  his   upper body. The tenth anniversary was over. Not that it seemed to 
matter.  As sweet as Eunice had been throughout the day, Terry nursed a greater 
instinct than her to protect the integrity of the past, to make room for the explicit      
acknowledgements of how the past molded their present. He thought back to 
what Eunice told him years ago, right after they had moved into their cramped, 
water-stained apartment in St. Paul: “When we’re in college we think we’re open 
to so many things, you know? And only later we end up realizing the truth…” 
She said it during one of their lonelier, more uncertain periods, but Terry had 
never forgotten it. And it always made him wonder if Eunice chose to partner 
with him for different reasons than he did.
 He heard rustling movements behind Eunice’s door. Instinctively he 
brought his feet down from the wall and re-positioned himself on the mattress, 
pretending to be asleep. The door creaked open.
 Terry listened to Eunice creep her way past the living room and slide into 
her shoes by the entryway. He removed himself noiselessly from the mattress 
and glided out of the living room to witness Eunice by the front door in a ruffled 
shrug and skirt, clamping a bottle of wine between her thighs as she bent down 
to tie her laces.
 “What do we have here?” Terry said unctuously.
 “Oh, GOD.” Eunice convulsed as Terry spoke, almost dropping the wine 
bottle to the ground. “You scared the shit out of me.”
 “You’d better’ve had the shit scared out of you,” Terry snapped. “I can’t 
believe you. On our tenth anniversary?”
 Eunice opened and closed her mouth several times. “Terry, it’s             
Matthew’s and my second anniversary.”
 “Oh, God. Are you serious?”
 “Yes, I’m serious.” Eunice’s expression hardened. “And I’m entitled to 
celebrate it as I see fit. Why should I have to sneak out to meet my boyfriend? It’s 
ridiculous.”
 “You’re sneaking out because you’re up to something. You’re going to 
lose your virginity tonight, aren’t you?”
 “Terry, I already told you that Matthew and I are abstaining from –
 “Oh please,” Terry spat. “Matthew’s already had sex before meeting you. 
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Twice, as you tell me. How is this mutual ‘vow of chastity’ fair?”
 “It’s not about fairness. It’s about keeping the relationship pure –
 “Oh, as if you need to go searching to find a relationship like that.”
 “Admit it, Terry,” Eunice exclaimed in a regal tone, gathering her draped 
shrug around her shoulders. “You’re jealous.”
 “So what if I am? I have a right to be jealous when my best friend of 
more than ten years is lying to me. Church meeting tomorrow morning my ass.”
 “I’m sorry, okay? But you have to understand –
 “After I’ve prided myself this long on how open and honest we’ve        
always been with each other.”
 “Like you’ve been making it easy for me to be open and honest. Can’t 
you just be supportive of Matthew and me? I think I know what’s you’re on 
about.” Eunice clattered the wine bottle onto the floor and stood up to full height. 
“It’s not that you’re jealous of Matthew for me in particular. You’re jealous of me, 
and that I’m getting a bunch of action and you’re not.”
 “So you are being a slut with Matthew then.”
 “No, I’m not –
 “Listen. I can be as supportive of you and Matthew as you want me to. 
What I’m talking about here is respect. This was supposed to be our day.”
 Silence bubbled between them. Eunice looked at him mournfully,    
pressing her lips together.
 “But it’s our day now,” she mumbled. “It’s our day now, Matthew and 
me. And I still went to dinner with you last night, didn’t I?”
 “Dinner? Come on, Eunice. Dinners mean nothing. Especially if they’re 
at Victoria’s.”
 Another silence. The lone hooting of an owl outside surfaced out of the 
ashes of their raised voices, sounding its wooden syllables through the house.
“You’re going to have sex with him, then?” Terry resumed, his voice soft. “It 
makes sense. Second anniversary and all that.”
 “Stop it,” Eunice said. “You don’t know anything.” Her eyes became 
fierce. “Do you know what it really means to take a vow of chastity with the    
person you love? Do you know how hard it has been, how hard it is? It would 
only have to be something incredibly important, for me to keep going like this.
So don’t say that about me. Whatever you do.”
 Terry stared at her. She appeared to be on the verge of tears. Her lips 
shone with a distasteful salmon-colored lip gloss, and she had slung her hair 
into a girlish ponytail. She looked pretty, in a mismatched kind of way. She did 
not own her prettiness; it reflected off of her instead, like how moonlight could 
glimmer on glass. He could see how Matthew was attracted to her. There was 
something deeply wonderful about how she refused to get caught up in the mad 
spinning of the world, how she resisted the temptation to gather her  butterfly 
wings and dance around the people who cared about her, even if it would have 
been convenient for her, or even alluring of her, to do so.
 “You took a vow of chastity with me,” Terry said gruffly. “That’s what 
we did, ten years ago by the fountain.”
 “Oh god. I don’t want to think about that. Please don’t talk about that.”
 “Why not?”
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“We were dorks,” Eunice said, allowing herself to exhale a single laugh. “I         
remember I was wearing these awful purple pants, and I had salami hanging 
down my mouth, and you got down on your knees…”
 “To propose to you,” Terry said. “To propose to the girl I wish I could’ve 
been straight for.”
 Eunice sighed. She came up to him and placed a hand on his shoulder. 
“Someday, someday hopefully pretty soon, you’ll find someone, and the two of 
you will be crazy in love. It’ll happen, trust me. Because you’ve already made the 
decision that it’ll happen. You know it’ll happen because you want it so much.” 
She patted him on the shoulder, bent down to collect her bottle of wine, and then 
turned to open the door.
 “Eunice,” he croaked.
 Eunice sent him a last pleading look. “Terry, please.”
 Tears crowded into her eyes, and Terry thought he saw then a ghost of 
the Eunice sitting on the edge of the fountain, a Eunice that had been, like him, 
waiting and waiting to be surprised by joy. He turned around and began walking 
back to the living room.
 “Go then.”
 Even as he said it he could feel a strange buoyancy float up in him. He 
heard the door shut, and he heard Eunice’s shoes patter away. But the feeling 
was swelling now. It was as if he could see his loneliness right in front of him 
through a silver sheen, waiting to be taken and bitten into like a fruit. Because 
the more he waited, the more precious it became.
